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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a method to embed the color information of an image in a corresponding grey-level image. The objective of this work is to allow free access to the grey-level image and give color image access only if you own a secret key. This method is made of three major steps which are a fast color quantization, an optimized ordering and an adapted data hiding. The principle is to build an index image which is, in the same time, a semantically intelligible grey-level image. In order to obtain this particular index image, which should be robust to data hiding, a layer running algorithm is proceeded to sort the K colors of the palette. The major contributions of this paper are the fast color quantization, the optimized layer running algorithm, the color palette compression and the adapted data hiding.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, only few secure solutions are proposed in order to give both a free access to low-quality images and a secure access to the same images with an higher quality. Our proposed solution is built on a data-hiding method. The image may be freely obtained but its high quality visualization requires a secret key. More precisely, in our solution, a grey-level image is freely accessible but only secret key owners may rebuild the color image. Our aim is thus to protect the color information by embedding this information in the grey level image. Note that this work is though to be used to give a limited access to the private digital painting data-base of the Louvre Museum of Paris, France.

The originality of this paper is to build an index image which is, in the same time, a semantically intelligible grey-level image. In order to obtain this particular index image, which should be robust to data hiding, we propose an optimized K color ordering algorithm called the layer running algorithm. This paper carry on the previous work of Chaumont and Puech. The new contributions are the faster quantization step, the optimized layer running algorithm, the new embedding step and the color palette compression.

Lots of works propose to hide information by using the decomposition of a color image in an index image and a color palette. The data-hiding may occur in the index image or in the color palette. Nevertheless, none of those technics tries to protect the color information i.e hide the color palette in the index image. Indeed, in our method we sort the colors of the color palette in order to get: 1. an index image which is near of the luminance of the original color image and 2. a color palette whose consecutive colors are close. By doing this, we obtain an index image and a color palette well adapted for the purpose of data-hiding and color information secured. Other works based on wavelet decomposition and sub-band substitution propose solutions to embed the chroma informations in a grey-level image. Their areas are perceptive compression and image authentification for Campisi et al. and Zhao et al. and image printing for Queiroz and Braun. Even if those techniques embed the color information, their approach and their purpose are clearly different from that exposed in that paper.

In section 2, we present the different steps of our method: the fast color quantization, the optimized layer running algorithm, the new data-hiding method and the color palette compression. In section 3, results are presented and compared to our previous proposed method.
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2. THE PROPOSED METHOD

2.1. Color quantization

Reducing the color number of a color image is a classical quantization problem. The optimal solution, to extract the $K$ colors, is obtained by solving:

$$\{P_{i,k}, C(k)\} = \arg \min_{P_{i,k}, C(k)} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{K} P_{i,k} \text{dist}^2(I(i), C(k)),$$

and $\forall i, \exists k', P_{i,k'} = 1$ and $\forall k \neq k', P_{i,k} = 0,$

where $I$ is a color image of dimension $N$ pixels, $C(k)$ is the $k^{th}$ color of the research $K$ colors, $\text{dist}$ is a distance function in the color space (L2 in the RGB color space), and $P_{i,k} \subset \{0, 1\}$ is the membership value of pixel $i$ to color $k$.

A well known solution to minimize the Equ. (1), and then to obtain the $K$ colors, is to use the ISODATA k-mean clustering algorithm. Once the color quantization has been processed, the obtained $K$ color image could be represented by an index image and a color palette. The index image is noted down $\text{Index}$ and is defined such that:

$$\forall i \in [1, N], \text{Index}(i) = \arg \max_{k \in [1,K]} P_{i,k}.$$ 

The color palette is noted down $\text{Palette}$ and $\forall k \in [1,K], \text{Palette}(k) = C(k)$.

Our goal is to solve two constraints; the first constraint is to get an index image where each grey-level is not too far from the luminance of the original color image; the second constraint is that in the color palette, two consecutive colors should be close.

Thanks to the color quantization, we already own an index image and a color palette. Our problem is then to find a permutation function which permutes in the same time the values of the index image and the values of the color palette. The best permutation function $\Phi$ is found by solving:

$$\Phi = \arg \min_{\Phi} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{dist}^2(Y(i), \Phi(\text{Index}(i))) + \lambda \sum_{k=1}^{K-1} \text{dist}^2(\text{Palette}(\Phi^{-1}(k)), \text{Palette}(\Phi^{-1}(k + 1))),$$

where $Y$ is the luminance of the original color image, and $\lambda$ is the Lagrangian value. The $\Phi$ permutation function is a bijective function in $\mathbb{N}$ defined such that $\Phi : [1..K] \rightarrow [1..K]$.

In a first approximation, the Equ. (2) is solved thanks to an heuristic algorithm: the layer running algorithm. The aim of this algorithm is to find an ordering for the $K$ colors such that consecutive colors are close and such that colors are ordered from the darkest to the lightest. This ordering defines for each $k^{th}$ color a $k'$ position which gives us the $\Phi$ function such that $\Phi(k) = k'$.
To find an ordering of the $K$ colors, the algorithm runs the color space to build the ordered suite of colors, illustrated Figure 1. This running is obtained by jumping from color to color, into the color space, by choosing the closer color from the current one. The first color of this suite is chosen as the darkest one among the $K$ colors. An additional constraint to this running is that we limit the color research to colors which are not too far in luminance. This signify that the running in the color space is limited to a layer defined on luminance information. This layer running algorithm could then be seen as a kind of 3D spiral run in the color space.

This layer running algorithm own an implicit hidden parameter which is the layer size used during the color running in the color space. Since our goal is to minimize the Equ. (2), a satisfying way to automatically set this parameter is to test all the possible values for this layer size parameter and to keep the layer size value minimizing the equation. Knowing that the possible values of the layer size parameter belong to the range $[1, K]$ and that it is very fast to make just one run in the color space, this gives an elegant and rapid solution to approximate the Equ. (2).

Another problem still unsolved is the tuning of the lambda parameter. The equation below gives more details on the way lambda is expressed:

$$\lambda = \alpha \times \frac{N}{(3 \times (K - 1))},$$

(3)

with $\alpha$ the value balancing the two constraints evoke above and expressed by Equ. (2). For example, an $\alpha$ value set to 1 means giving the same weight to the two constraints, an $\alpha$ value set to 0.5 signifies an index image nearest to the luminance image, a contrario an $\alpha$ value set to 2 means a color palette more continuous.

2.3. Spatial data hiding method

The methods in spatial domain embed directly the information into the pixel of the original image. The first techniques embedded the bit message in a sequential way in the LSB (Low Significant Bit) of the pixel image.$^{11, 12}$ They have been improved by using a PRNG (Pseudo-Random Number Generator) and a secret key in order to have private access to the embedded information. The PRNG spreads over the image the message and makes hard the steganalyses.$^{13}$ Although those spatial hiding methods are not robust against attacks, they enable to embed a great amount of information. Note that the embedding process can be made more robust by using a more significant bits such the fourth bit of the pixel image.$^{14}$
For this paper, we have used an algorithm to embed the color palette information in the LSB (Low Significant Bit) of the image of \( N \) pixels. The objective is thus to embed a message \( M \) made up of \( m \) bits \( b_j \) \( (M = b_1b_2...b_m) \). The embedding factor, in bit/pixel, is:

\[
E_f = m/N.
\]

The original image is then divided in areas of size \([1/E_f]\) pixels. Each area is used to hide only one bit \( b_j \) of the message. This splitting procedure guarantees that the message is spread homogeneously over the whole image. Let’s remark that when the color palette is compressed, one embed less than \( 3 \times 256 \times 8 = 6144 \) bits (the number of colors is \( K = 256 \)) in the index image.

Consequently, the embedding factor \( E_f \), only depends on the image size \( N \). In our process, the PRNG selects randomly, for each region, a pixel \( \text{Index}(i) \). In order to get a marked pixel \( \text{Index}_M(i) \), the LSB of this selected pixel \( \text{Index}(i) \) is then modified according to the message bit \( b_j \):

\[
\text{Index}_M(i) = \begin{cases} 
\text{Index}(i) & \text{if } b_j = \text{Index}(i) \mod 2, \\
\arg \min_{k \in \{\text{Index}(i)-1, \text{Index}(i)+1\} \cap \{1,..,K\}} (\text{Palette}(\text{Index}(i)) - \text{Palette}(k))^2 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Thus, the index value \( \text{Index}(i) \) is modified of +1 or −1 when \( b_j \neq \text{Index}(i) \) mod 2. The best choice for this modification is then to choose the closest color between \( \text{Palette}(\text{Index}(i) + 1) \) and \( \text{Palette}(\text{Index}(i) - 1) \) in order to minimize the distance to the color \( \text{Palette}(\text{Index}(i)) \). This way to embed the color palette ensure that each marked pixel is at worst modified by one grey-level and in the same time that the rebuilt color pixel would not be very far from the right color value.

2.4. Color palette compression

As explain above, an uncompressed color palette is a to-embed information that necessitates 6144 bits to be represented. One then compress this information in order to reduce the bit quantity to embed and to reduce the degradation over the index image and the rebuilt color image. Statistical algorithms (Shannon-Fano, Huffman or Arithmetic) are well adapted to reduce the coding cost but in the case of very small information quantity - which is the case here- the descriptive header tends to be costly in comparison to the source coding. Adaptive techniques or pre-learned tables which allow the suppression of this header are not satisfying in the case of very small information quantity. The solution is then to compress the description header adaptively to the problem of color palette compression.

The solution to compress the color palette is to encode statistically the error of prediction (differential encoding + entropy encoding) of each color belonging to the color palette. The Huffman algorithm has been used for the experiments. The descriptive header allowing to the decoder to rebuild the association between source symbols and codes is described on Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Descriptive header of the coded color palette.

The min (resp. max) value stands for the minimum (resp. maximum) value of the color prediction errors. A topological bit is set to 1 if the associated color error value is present. \( fs \) is the number of bits on which each frequency will be coded. The rest of the header is the frequencies of each present color error prediction. The originality of this header stands mainly on the topological size reduction. Most of the time, minimum (resp. maximum) value of the color error predictions are around -64 (resp. 64). With a minimum (resp. maximum) value of the color error predictions equals to -64 (resp. 64) one reduced the topological quantity of 356 bits (decrease of 511 bits to 155 bits).
3. RESULTS

We present the results of our method on three color images of size $256 \times 256$ pixels: baboon, airplane and house. The baboon image owns a lot of different colors, the airplane image owns very few colors and is light-colored and the house image owns tint areas. The obtained results show that the approach is efficient whatever the image type. Below, the different steps of the algorithm are commented on the baboon image.

![Figure 3.](image)

**Figure 3.** Application of the layer running algorithm: a) Luminance of the original color image, b) Index image after color ordering, c) Color palette after color ordering, d) Original color image, e) Rebuilt color image from the index-marked image.

After the fast quantization step (with $K = 256$ colors) and the optimized layer running algorithm step, we obtain an index image and its color palette show on Figures 3.b and 3.c. Note that the index image (Figure 3.b) is more contrasted than the luminance of the original color image (Figure 3.a) but keeps its semantic intelligibility. Also note that in the color palette, Figure 3.c, consecutive colors are colorimetricly close.

In comparison to our previous approach, this new quantization method is really faster. For example, for the baboon $256 \times 256$, the quantization is 19 times more rapid to get the same color PSNR quality of 33.7 dB. Moreover, the layer size used in the layer running algorithm is automatically set in order to minimize the Equation (2) with $\alpha$ set to 5 (see Equ. (3)). As a consequence the PSNR of the rebuilt color image is slightly improved because of a better color-palette ordering (see PSNR comparison on Table 1).

The length of our embedded message (color palette) after source coding and header computation gives a length message of $m = 5110$ bits. In order to be able to recover the embedded color-palette at the receiver, the embedding factor for an image of $256 \times 256$ pixels, is keep to $E_f = 6144/(256 \times 256) = 0.093$ bit/pixel. The index image after color ordering is then cut in block of 10 pixels. In each 10-pixel block, a bit of the color palette is embedded at the position selected by the PRNG as explain in Section 2.3. The secured is obtain through the used of a secret key of 128 bits as a seed for the PRNG. The distribution of the message over the image is then key-related.

Thanks to the color palette compression there is a reduction in comparison to our previous approach of the number of disturb index-pixels due to the data-hiding. The PSNR between the index image and the index-marked one is then increasing from 58.1 dB for to 62.2 dB.

Figure 3.e shows the rebuilt color image from the index-marked one. This image is visually near from the original quantified one and the PSNR$(_{\text{quantized rebuit}})$ of 42.3 dB confirms this feeling. The rebuilt color image is growing from 32.89 dB for our previous work to only 33.31 dB. Nevertheless, there is a neat visual improvement due to the embedding technique. Note that the color palette compression and the optimized layer running algorithm are two other contributions which explain the improvement.

Few PSNR values are given on the Table 1 for the three images. One could remark that rebuilt color images are of good quality (over 33 dB). PSNR values for index images are under 20 dB which is in general a poor

---

*Experiments were proceed on an Intel Pentium(R) 3.2 GHz with 1GB RAM and it takes 1 min. versus 19 min. for our previous approach.*

†In Chaumont and Puech article, quantization were obtained by running a Fuzzy c-mean algorithm and then a k-mean algorithm.
result but it is known that PSNR measure is not well adapted in case of strong contrast distortion. Indeed, the index images are visually pleasant. By comparing the results of our previous method with the proposed one (Table 1), we could note a quality improvement of the rebuilt color images. Those improvements are due to the layer running algorithm optimization, the adapted data-hiding method and the color palette compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>PSNR(luminance,index−marked)</th>
<th>PSNR(color image,rebuilt)</th>
<th>Color palette coding cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>previous method</td>
<td>proposed method</td>
<td>previous method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baboon</td>
<td>16.31 dB</td>
<td>16.75 dB</td>
<td>32.89 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airplane</td>
<td>12.95 dB</td>
<td>12.87 dB</td>
<td>38.89 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>house</td>
<td>18.56 dB</td>
<td>18.64 dB</td>
<td>38.07 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other results on Figures 4 and 5 show the right behavior for house, airplane, peppers and lena image.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an improvement to a method hiding the color information in a grey-level image. This method is made of three major steps which are the color quantization, the color ordering and the data hiding. Those steps have been improved thanks to an acceleration of the quantization, a layer running algorithm optimization, a better data-hiding and color palette compression. The obtained results show a real improvement in complexity and in quality.
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Figure 4. Application of the layer running algorithm: a1-a2) Luminance of the original color image, b1-b2) Index image after color ordering, c1-c2) Color palette after color ordering, d1-d2) Index-marked image, e1-e2) Original color image, f1-f2) Rebuilt color image from the index-marked image.
Figure 5. Application of the *layer running algorithm*: a1-a2) Luminance of the original color image, b1-b2) *Index* image after color ordering, c1-c2) Color palette after color ordering, d1-d2) *Index*-marked image, e1-e2) Original color image, f1-f2) Rebuilt color image from the *index*-marked image.
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